to arrest the process of desintegration which has
do not begin this week. The election of
Fremont will not fill the denominations to show
their hands, and the country, there weakness
in nearly every state will there be apparent to
all. But let Fremont with Buchanan be
elected, and this faction being victorious will
come to measure with it and control the
entire government a discord. The
Buchanans leaders in the South are for the
Union. Cowan what will. These Missouri of
the people, except is of few counties are all for
the Union. When Fremont is elected as he
ought to be a pretty loud to me I will go up
from the Buchanan, but as the consequence
it will occur for the people will not quit.
But with those disunion faction does meet
with a signal defeat, it will go on increasing
with them is very great desirous to force that
it will destroy the Union. The true friends
of the Republic have but a few days to work, but
now efforts he shows and I believe the right
may yet emerge. As a native North Carolinian
before you will the able to gain the Union
of the North a correct understanding of the case as
regards the South.

B. S. Hedrick
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